
GE Power

Purpose-Built
• Designed to provide out-of-the-box functionally 

for MDS devices

• Pre-loaded MDS device performance rules and 
thresholds eliminate customer guesswork

Rapid Deployment
• Intuitive installation and administrative set-up  

• Automatic device discovery

• Out-of-box, pre-defined and manageable    
number of alerts

Robust Monitoring
Provides historical performance data and trending of:

• Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI)

• Signal Noise Ratio (SNR) 

• Error rate

• Data throughput

• Round-trip delay time

• Transmitter power

• Changes in modulation scheme

• Changes in GPS satellite connectivity and     
coordinate tracking

Easy to Use
• Management by exception 

• Pre-built, intuitive work flows

• User-configurable navigation

• Multiple pre-defined report options

Monitoring and managing the health of your network is a critical consideration when designing, 
purchasing, and deploying equipment for your communications system. Equally important is ensuring 
that you maximize your network’s return on investment by increasing system throughput and uptime, 
improving the utilization of networked devices, and finally, supporting the deployment of maintenance 
resources when problems surface.

MDS PulseNET Network Management Software was designed specifically for MDS Industrial 
Communication systems and satisfies the real-time needs of customers who are responsible for 
managing them. MDS PulseNET software is unique, as it requires no customization to get started – 
offering true, out-of-the box functionality.

Key Benefits – Return on Network Investment
• Driving Resource Efficiency 

Notify and deploy maintenance resources with the intelligent data required to quickly resolve equipment 
and radio issues

• Improving Network Performance 
Access historical network and equipment performance trendings to optimize availability through 
predictive maintenance

• Leveraging MDS Expertise 
Purpose-built and pre-loaded with recommended performance thresholds, eliminating guesswork

MDS PulseNet
Network Management Software
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Purpose-Built for MDS Devices
With over 1.5 million installed around the world and 30 years of experience, 
GE is aware of the challenges our customers face when managing their 
communication networks.  MDS PulseNET software provides insight and 
detailed system performance information, allowing you to intelligently and 
proactively manage your radio communications network.

Through deep integration with GE’s MDS wireless product portfolio, MDS 
PulseNET collects, stores, and trends performance and status metrics of MDS 
wireless devices. The raw metrics collected from network devices must be 
correctly manipulated into meaningful data before the information can be 
presented to the end-user.

Easy Installation & Rapid Deployment 
MDS PulseNET software requires minimal effort to install and operate, 
provides pre-built specific device warning thresholds to eliminate guesswork, 
and provides visibility into communications that have historically been 
unmanaged.   

MDS PulseNET software provides multiple, concurrent, role-based logins 
through a web interface so that each user is able to see exactly what they 
need to fulfill their individual responsibilities. MDS PulseNET also provides 
the operator with immediate access to performance trending graphs 
through the same simple navigation. It normalizes the views for disparate 
technologies into simple and easy-to-use dashboards. The main dashboard 
provides a high-level status of each set of functional components being 
monitored.

Once your system is properly configured, it can automatically discover 
your network devices, assign licenses to the devices and begin monitoring 
the network.

Below is an example of MDS PulseNET’s device auto-discovery screen which separates network devices into two groups – devices that MDS PulseNET can 
communicate with and devices that are currently ineligible. MDS PulseNET can auto-discover devices by either entering a specific IP address or by providing a 
search range of IP addresses. In this example, MDS PulseNET has auto-discovered several MDS iNETs and MDS Intrepid devices.

Network devices are discovered and 
added to the tables

Oil Refinery Control CenterRemote Field

Mercury

Mercury PLCVideo

Pump Jack

Pipeline

Mercury iNet II

iNet II

High Capacity Data Transfer
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Robust Monitoring of Important MDS  
Performance Parameters 
MDS PulseNET software is designed to monitor the critical elements of a communications network, from RSSI to SNR to device communication status. With vast 
amounts of raw data created and stored over time, it can be difficult to prioritize corrective actions. MDS PulseNET software provides warning performance 
thresholds that can trigger exception events, which in turn can trigger specific actions, such as sending messages to trouble ticketing-systems or other 
management systems. Additionally, these event-triggering thresholds can be easily changed within the software to meet your requirements.

MDS PulseNET provides easy-to-review device performance screens showing critical radio parameters such as:  RSSI, SNR, Throughput, and 
Availability.  This example shows the performance screen for an MDS Mercury 900.

For comparing and contrasting radio performance, MDS PulseNET provides the ability to quickly monitor  the radio health for radio remotes 
including RSSI, SNR, and Roundtrip delay.  In one view this table shows the current and historical performance for network remotes.
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An Easy to Use, Day-to Day Operational Tool 
MDS PulseNET was designed with operator-intuitive screens and operational ease-of-use workflows in mind. It provides a comprehensive system overview 
while also drilling down from the network layer to the device level. This allows operation personnel to enhance corrective business processes and improve 
productivity. 

MDS PulseNET’s main dashboard provides a high-level status of each set of functional components being monitored. With a quick glance, the operator can see 
which functional area is having availability and/or performance problems. Workflows allow the operator to either click on the alert to see more details or drill 
into the functional dashboard and see the operational status of the device(s).

MDS PulseNET’s system overview screen provides quick and visual insight into the 
overall status of the radio network. The screen above shows the status of of an MDS 
radio network with 4 access points and 13 remotes.

MDS PulseNET's Topology overview screen 
allows the operator to drill-down and view 
the status of the individual access points 
with their associated remotes.

From any MDS PulseNET status screens, the operator can quickly access individual device performance 
as well as the alert history. Above is an example of the alert history provided by MDS PulseNET for a 
MDS Mercury 900 remote.
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PulseNET and PulseNET Enterprise
The MDS PulseNET platform has two versions – MDS PulseNET and MDS 
PulseNET Enterprise – designed to serve a wide variety of customer needs 
and environments. Both versions incorporate important performance 
parameters including management by exception, intuitive work flows and 
MDS network expertise. 

PulseNET 

MDS PulseNET provides for the fundamental system needs of device 
discovery, proactive monitoring and early warning for radio networks 
consisting of less than 500 MDS radios.

PulseNET Enterprise 

MDS PulseNET Enterprise (PNE) version is designed for enterprise networks 
with greater than 500 devices and which require more robust monitoring, 
including third-party devices.1

MDS PNE simplifies workflows by utilizing configuration information to 
automate radio maintenance. Configuration changes become a “point and 
click” user interface for bulk provisioning firmware upgrades. MDS PulseNET 
Enterprise can also apply its workflows and warning capabilities to non-MDS 
equipment. Through MDS PulseNET Enterprise, a complete end-to-end view 
of network performance is available from the field location to the operations 
facility including attached meters and Remote Terminal Units (RTUs). This 
provides a consistent view for management and operations to understand 
the root cause of current incidents, and instances of potential new incidents.

Common Platform Capabilities
PulseNET and PulseNET Enterprise

Capabilities

• Supports Orbit, SD, X790/x710, iNET, Mercury, EntraNET, and TransNet 
series wireless radios
– Out-of-the-box pre-loaded data collection settings with recommended 

alert levels.
• Exception-based alert system via color-coded icons

– Warns when out-of-bounds alert levels are exceeded 
– Intuitive and color-based icons provide rapid evaluation of alert

Ease-of-Use

• Single user interface installation program download
–  Simplifies installation and reduces level of technical expertise

• Upgrade Wizard for configuration, diagnostics and firmware
–  Use device groups to roll out configuration or firmware upgrades to a 

large group of devices
–  Ease of configuration, device software and firmware upgrade

• Consolidates performance metrics and displays via device dashboards
– Intuitive graphical presentation of data and alerts  

• Automatic system discovery based on range of IP addresses
– Simplifies network deployment

Security

• User ID and password logins
• User forced out when inactive for extended periods
• Multiple levels of user access control

– Limits screen and configuration access by user type

Communication

• Supports polling of SNMP Version 1, 2c and 3
• Network-wide diagnostics – current and most legacy MDS devices

– Built-in support for GE MDS proprietary communication protocol
• Forward alerts to third parties – SNMP traps, API & email

– Capability to communicate alerts via multiple mediums
• Remote access via Telnet, SSH and HTTP(S)

– Several options to communicate remotely to network and devices

Advanced Platform Capabilities
PulseNET Enterprise

Enterprise Operations Capable

• Federation
– Allows multiple PulseNET Enterprise instances to operate as one 

regionally deployed network and for central console roll up
• External databases

– Allows use of customer database or PulseNET supplied database
• Self Monitoring

– Provides complete end-to-end support

Security

• Supports Remote Authentication Dial In User Service (RADIUS) Protocol 
• Provides centralized authentication, authorization, and Accounting (AAA) 

management for network services

Configuration Management

• Centralized configuration management
– Streamline security, auditing, storage and controls

• Track and document changes to configurations

Third-Party Integrations

• Allows customers to manage non-MDS devices
– GE will incorporate additional out-of-the-box, third party device as 

requested
– Incorporate non-MDS devices as a generic devices type for collections 

and reporting
• Notification Application Programming Interface (API) to third-party 

manager of managers, I.e. HP, Quest, IBM, etc2

– Software communications via standard interface
– Flexibility to use and interface with other manager of managers

1 Out-of-the-box capability for monitoring third-party devices is enhanced in each release. Please consult with MDS to determine if a specific third-party devices is supported by the current version of  
PulseNET Enterprise.

2 Feature planned for a future release of PulseNET and PulseNET Enterprise.
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Product Function - PulseNET vs PulseNET Enterprise
Function PulseNET

System Standard Enterprise

Web-based platform for easy user access • •
Windows & Linux installations supported • •
Single graphical user interface installation program • •
Downloadable software and updates • •
Automated discovery of IP based devices • •
Automated network topology maps • •
Purpose-built workflows for mission-critical networks • •
Supports SNMP versions 1, 2c and 3 • •
Integrated database supplied with installation • •
Predefined best practices management for MDS devices • •
Scalable network management via federation  
(parent/child installs)

500 Device 
Limit •

Can leverage external database repositories for  
storage vs. integrated •
Predefined best practices management for third parties (i.e. Itron) •
Custom Integrations for third parties onsite that are not yet available •
High-availability server installation capable •
GPS aware mapping - automatic or manually located on  
GPS aware maps •
LAN Monitoring  - basic fault/performance monitoring of  
network devices •
Custom rules, dashboards and collections capable •

Fault Standard Enterprise

Automated & intelligent alerting for MDS devices • •
Real-time & historical display of exception alerts with  
severity indicators • •
Alert notation capability for searchable historical notes •
Configurable filtering based on criteria, I.e. severity, status,  
location, etc. • •
Configurable notification alerts - email/SMS & SNMP email/sms •
Root cause correlation based on network dependencies • •

Alert integration with third-party network management software •
Notification API to third-party manager of managers,  
I.e. HP, Quest, IBM, etc •
Fully integrated graphical interface for SNMP trap receiving 2 •

Configuration Standard Enterprise

Installation wizard for configuration and firmware per  
MDS device basis 2 • •
Scheduling of updates within graphical user interface 2 • •
Configuration dashboard for central reposistory and controls • •
Full audit of configuration changes •
Deploy updates to MDS devices on a global basis •

Performance Standard Enterprise

Performance dashboard with purpose-built prescriptive  
diagnostic workflows • •
Inherited performance collections based on  
vendor / model / configuration • •
Performance collections for diagnostics (I.e. RSSI, SNR, bandwidth, etc.) • •
Retains collections for comparison year-over-year 45 Day Limit •
Performance dashboards for third parties OOTB •
Self-monitoring of PulseNET Enterprise system •

Security Standard Enterprise

Tracking of configuration and firmware for MDS devices • •
User forced out when inactive for extended periods • •
Remote access shortcuts to devices for Telnet, SSH and HTTP(s) • •
Centralized to streamline security and control • •
User level accounting • •
Role based security (admin vs. operator) • •
Radius support 2 •

1 Out-of-the-box capability for monitoring third-party devices is enhanced in each release. Please consult with MDS to determine if a specific third-party devices is supported by the current version of  
PulseNET Enterprise.

2 Feature planned for a future release of PulseNET and PulseNET Enterprise.

PulseNET System Requirements
Recommended System
• Dual Core CPU at 1.6 GHZ
• 4 GB of RAM available
• 30 GB of Disk 

Supported Operating Systems
• Windows 7
• Windows Server 2003, 2008, and 2012
• Red Hat Linux AS/ES 5.x, SuSE9 and 10, CentOS 

AS/ES 5.3/5.4
• Virtualized environments supported

PulseNET Enterprise System 
Requirements
Recommended System
• Quad Core CPU at 2.2 GHz 
• 16 GB of RAM available
• 160 GB of Disk

Supported Operating Systems
• Windows Server 2003, 2008, and 2012
• Red Hat Linux AS/ES 5.x, SuSE9 and 10, CentOS 

AS/ES 5.3/5.4
• Virtualized environments supported

Supported Web Browsers
• Microsoft Internet Explorer – 8.x +
• Mozilla Firefox 16.x +
• Google Chrome 22.x + 
• Apple Safari 6.x+

Ordering Information
Software & Device License 1 Device
PulseNET PN-1
PulseNET Enterprise PNE-1

Maintenance   (1 year) 1 Device
PulseNET PNM-1  
PulseNET Enterprise PNEM-1

GE Power  
Automation & Controls 
2500 Austin Dr 
Charlottesville, VA  22911 
www.geautomation.com

For more information in North America, call 1-888-437-5739  or email gemds.customersupport@ge.com. For more information 
Worldwide, call 1-704-561-5751 or email gemds.international@ge.com.


